Abstract. We present an iterative support shrinking algorithm for p -q minimization (0 < p < 1 ≤ q < ∞). This algorithm guarantees the nonexpensiveness of the signal support set and can be easily implemented after being proximally linearized. The subproblem can be very efficiently solved due to its convexity and reducing size along iteration. We prove that the iterates of the algorithm globally converge to a stationary point of the p -q objective function. In addition, we show a lower bound theory for the iteration sequence, which is more practical than the lower bound results for local minimizers in the literature.
Introduction
Sparse reconstruction plays an important role in various applications such as signal and image processing, compressed sensing, model selection, variable selection, and many others [24, 9, 45, 36, 41] . This problem can described as follows. Given an M × N measurement matrix A with M < N, we consider to recover the sparse signal x ∈ R N from an observed signal y = Ax + n ∈ R M , where n represents the measurement noise. There are many different types of noise. Two typical and important examples are Gaussian noise and heavy-tailed noise [38] , which obey Gaussian distribution and heavier-than-Gaussian tails distribution [29] , respectively. To obtain the sparest solution, one naturally proposes to solve the following 0 minimization problem min x∈R N x 0 subject to Ax − y q ≤ ε, or its unconstrained counterpart
where · 0 denotes the 0 "norm" that returns the number of nonzero entries of its argument, · q for q ∈ [1, ∞) is the q norm, and α ∈ (0, ∞) is a parameter that balances the regularization and the fidelity. The second term in (1.1), named as the fidelity term, is constructed using the noise distribution and the Maximum Likelihood principle. As well known, for Gaussian noise, people use the 2 fidelity term (q = 2). For heavy-tailed noise such as impulsive noise, the 1 fidelity term (q = 1) is a good choice [23, 38] . Since the 0 minimization is NP-hard [37] , numerous methods have been proposed to approximate it. Two common ways are to replace the 0 "norm" with the 1 norm [12, 24] and the p quasi-norm (0 < p < 1) [24, 16, 25, 22, 40] , where the p quasi-norm is defined as x p = ( N j=1 |x j | p ) 1/p . In sparse reconstruction, the noncovex p quasi-norm has some advantages [15, 25, 40, 32] over the convex 1 norm.
In this paper, we focus on the following p -q minimization problem where p ∈ (0, 1), q ∈ [1, ∞) and α ∈ (0, ∞). The objective function E in (1.2) is nonsmooth, nonconvex and non-Lipschtiz, which results in a great challenge for optimization. We now review some existing methods. As can been seen, most of them were designed for p -2 minimization. One class of approaches is smoothing approximate methods [19, 17, 18, 4] , which are based on the special structure of the nonsmooth function E. By a smoothing function ϕ(x, θ) for the absolute value function |x|, the p , p ∈ (0, 1) regularization term can be smoothed. Two choices of ϕ(x, θ) in [17, 18, 4] are
and ϕ 2 (x, θ) = x 2 + 4θ 2 .
Based on this technique, hybrid orthogonal matching pursuit-smoothing gradient (OMP-SG) method [19] , smoothing quadratic regularization (SQR) algorithm [4] , and smoothing trust region Newton method [18] have been proposed for p , p ∈ (0, 1) regularized problems with smooth fidelity terms with convergence guarantee. They essentially reformulate the non-Lipschitz problem to be lipschitz ones by a smoothing parameter, which controls the approximate accuracy and need to be updated progressively to zero. The second class of approaches is general iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithms (GISA) for p -2 minimization problem [43, 46, 8] . GISA was inspired by the great success of soft thresholding and iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithms (ISTA) [21, 3] for convex 1 -2 minimization problem. Specifically, the general step of GISA is
where β > 0 is an appropriate stepsize and T αβ : R N → R N is a shrinkage-thresholding operator. GISA is easy to implement, but it applies only to the case q = 2. Even for q = 2, the operator T αβ have analytical expression only for p = 1 2 and p = 2 3 [43, 30] . For a general 0 < p < 1, the operator T αβ needs to be computed via numerical methods [46, 8] .
The third class of approaches is iterative reweighted minimization methods; see, e.g. [27, 32, 33, 13, 20] . There are iterative reweighted least squares (IRLS) and iterative reweighted 1 (IRL1) minimization methods. One can refer to [35] for a systematic review. In [32, 33] , the authors considered a smoothed p -2 minimization
and proposed IRLS algorithms to solve this approximate problem. In [20] , Chen and Zhou considered the following approximation to p -2 minimization
for some small θ > 0. An IRL1 algorithm was proposed to slove this approximate problem. Both IRLS and IRL1 are stable. Actually reweighted methods reformulate the original non-Lipshitz p -2 to lipschitz ones by a de-singularizing parameter.
In this paper, we consider (1.2) from a different perspective. We first obtain a proposition from the first order optimality condition. Motivated by this proposition, we propose an iterative algorithm with constraints on the support set of the signals. The core idea is to guarantee that the signal support set will not expand in the iterative procedure. After constraints elimination and proximally linearized, this algorithm can be easily implemented. The subproblem therein is convex and with reducing size along iteration. It is solved inexactly by alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM). Furthermore, we establish the global convergence of the iterates to a stationary point of (1.2). We also prove a new lower bound theory for the iteration sequence, which is more practical than those lower bounds for local minimizers in the literature. Numerical examples show the good performance of our proposed algorithm for both p -2 and p -1 restoration.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give some basic notation and preliminaries. In section 3, we describe the motivation, and propose our algorithms. In section 4, the convergence analysis is provided and the lower bound property of the iteration sequence is discussed. In section 5, we give implementation details. The numerical experiments are shown in section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Some notations and preliminaries
Denote I = {1, 2, . . . , M} and J = {1, 2, . . . , N}. For a vector x ∈ R N , we refer to x j as its jth entry and denote the support set of x by supp(x) := {j ∈ J : x j = 0} .
We assume that all vectors are column vectors. For a matrix A ∈ R M×N , we write its ith row as A T i , which is the vector transpose of A i ∈ R N . Then we have
Let S be a subset of J. We denote x S be the subvector of x indexed by S, which consists of the nonzero entries of x when S = supp(x). Similarly, we denote B = A S to be the column submatrix of A consisting of the columns indexed by S. Let B T i be the ith row of B, we have
. We state some useful properties for φ(·).
Proposition 2.1. The function φ(·) has the following properties:
(ii) φ(x) is concave and the following inequality holds,
where sgn(x) is the signum function.
Using the definition of φ(·), we have x p p = j∈J φ(|x j |). Thus the objective function E in (1.2) reads
which is bounded below and coercive. Now, we drive the subdifferential of E at x. For 1 < q < ∞, by [39, Exercise 8.8 and Proposition 10.5], we get
where 
Throughout this paper, we say that x * is a stationary point of (
Ifx is a local minimizer of (1.2), then the first-order optimality condition (2.6) holds.
3 Motivation and the proposed algorithm
Suppose that x is sufficiently close to a local minimizer (or a stationary point)
Proof. We prove (3.1) by contradiction. For the case of 1 < q < ∞. As x * is a local minimizer (or a stationary point) of E, the condition (2.6) implies that for any j ∈ J, we have
Assume that there is j ∈ Ω 0 such that x * j = 0. Then we have
The second term on the right side of (3.2) is bounded. Since x is sufficiently close to x * , x * j can be sufficiently close to x j = 0. Then the equation (3.2) is impossible to be true. This is a contradiction.
For the case of q = 1, the condition (2.6) can be rewritten as for any j ∈ J,
Using the boundedness of the second term on the right side of (3.3), we can prove the results similarly.
Motivated by Proposition 3.1, we propose to solve the problem (1.2) by an iteration process, which generates a sequence with nonincreasing support set. Suppose that x (k) is an approximate solution in the kth iteration. In the next iteration, we minimize the objective function with the restriction of zero entries outside the support set of x (k) . This idea yields the following iterative support shrinking algorithm (ISSA) for solving (1.2).
ISSA: Iterative Support Shrinking Algorithm
Initialization: Select x (0) ∈ R N . Iteration: For k = 0, 1, . . . until convergence:
In fact, the problem (P x ) amounts to minimize the objective function respect to only #S (k) entries of x, with the remaining components being null. Note that
These relationships help to reformulate the problem (P x ) to an unconstrained problem with z as the unknowns. At the same time, each term φ(|x j |), j ∈ S (k) can be linearized at |x
Together with a proximal technique, we present an iterative support shrinking algorithm with proximal linearization (ISSAPL) to solve (1.2).
ISSAPL: Iterative Support Shrinking Algorithm with Proximal Linearization
Initialization: Select x (0) ∈ R N and β > 0. Iteration: For k = 0, 1, . . . until convergence:
2. Generate x (k+1) as follows:
The problem (P z ) in ISSAPL has an unique optimal solution due to strong convexity ofÊ (k) . Although the problem (P z ) is a convex optimization problem, it needs to be solved by iteration. In practical, we solve the (P z ) inexactly. Now we present our inexact iterative support shrinking algorithm with proximal linearization (InISSAPL) to solve (1.2).
InISSAPL: Inexact Iterative Support Shrinking Algorithm with Proximal Linearization
Initialization: Select x (0) ∈ R N , β > 0 and 0 ≤ ε < 1. Iteration: For k = 0, 1, . . . until convergence:
Remark. The condition (3.6) in InISSAPL is motivated by [2] . It corresponds to an inexact optimality condition and a guide to select the approximate solution for (P z ). Due to the strong convexity of the problem (P z ), it can be solved to any given accuracy. Therefore, the condition (3.6) in InISSAPL can hold, as long as the problem (P z ) is sufficiently solved.
We have some useful representations ofû
Then for any j ∈ S (k) and i ∈ I, there are ξ j ∈ ∂| · |(ẑ
and when q = 1,û
(3.10)
Convergence analysis
In this section, we establish the global convergence result of the sequence by the proposed InISSAPL. These results also hold for ISSAPL.
From the iteration process of InISSAPL, we can see that it generates a nonincreasing sequence of support set. A basic lemma for S (k) is showed in the following.
Lemma 4.1. The sequence S (k) converges in a finite number of iterations, i.e., there exists an integer K > 0
converges in a finite number of iterations.
Lemma 4.1 plays a key role in the convergence analysis for the three vector sequences,
. By (3.7),ẑ (k) and x (k) have exactly the same nonzero entries. From Lemma 4.1, we can claim that after a certain K numbers of iteration, the support of
, from which we can directly obtain that
In the next, we establish the global convergence of the sequence x (k) . For the convenience of description, we introduce an auxiliary function
(4.1) Lemma 4.2. For any β > 0 and 0 ≤ ε < 1, let x (k) be a sequence generated by InISSAPL. Then (i) The sequence E(x (k) ) is nonincreasing and satisfies
(ii) The sequence x (k) is bounded and satisfies lim k→∞
Proof. For the case of 1 < q < ∞. Due to the fact that φ(0) = 0, we have
When x ∈ R N and supp(x) ⊆ S (k) , we obtain
The subdifferential of F (k) at x is defined as
T , where
2 .
(4.5)
Putting (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) together, we obtain
With the fact that E(x) is bounded from below and
) is nonincreasing and converges to a finite value as k → ∞.
For the case of q = 1, the subdifferential of F (k) at x is given by
is as in (3.10) and
In a similar way, we can prove that (i)(ii) holds.
Recall the results of Lemma 4.1, we now focus on the iteration number k ≥ K to get the convergence of the sequence x (k) . Then the entries ofû (k+1) in (3.8) can be written as for any j ∈ S (k) , when 1 < q < ∞, 6) and when q = 1,û
The condition (3.6) reads
The following is a bound theory on the iteration sequence, which is important to establish the convergence of x (k) .
Theorem 4.3. There are 0 < c < C < ∞ such that
Proof. From Lemma 4.1, for any j ∈ S (K) and k ≥ K, x (k) j = 0. We now prove by contradiction that |x
j | has nonzero lower and upper bound for any j ∈ S (K) , ∀k ≥ K.
For the case of 1 < q < ∞, assume there exists j ∈ S (K) such that x 
according to (4.7). Using the boundness of the right-hand side, we can prove the results similarly.
Compared with the lower bound theory for local minimizers in the literature [19] , the bound theory in Theorem 4.3 is for the iterative sequence and more practical. Theorem 4.3 indicates that when k ≥ K, there exists L c > 0, such that for any j ∈ S (K) ,
We now derive a subgradient lower bound for the iterates gap.
Proof. For the case of 1 < q < ∞, denote
(4.13) Form (4.11), it follows that
(4.14)
Combining (4.13) and (4.14) yields:
For the case of q = 1, denote
In a similar way, we can prove that (4.12) holds .
Finally, we establish our main convergence result. An important tool for establishing the convergence is based on the so-called Kurdyka-Łojasiewicz (KL) property, which has attracted a lot of attention in recent years. Related preliminaries have been provided in Appendix 8.
Theorem 4.5. The sequences x (k) generated by InISSAPL converges globally to the limit point x * , which is a stationary point of E.
Proof. Since x (k) is bounded (Lemma 4.2), there exists a subsequence (x (k l ) ) and x * such that
, ∀i ∈ I. For other 1 < q < ∞, we can find t (l+1) j via any numerical procedure such as Newton's method.
2. For (5.4), the minimization with respect to z is a quadratic optimization problem,
Its optimality condition gives a linear system
which can be solved efficiently [7] .
Remark. For q = 2, we actually only need to introduce one new variable s.
Numerical experiments
In this section, we present numerical experiments to demonstrate the efficiency of the InISSAPL algorithm. All the tests were performed using Windows 10 and MATLAB R2016a 64-bit on a HP Z228 microtower workstation with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU @3.60GHz and 8GB memory.
In our experiments, we generated the true signal x o of the sparsity κ supported on a random index set with independently and identically distributed Gaussian entries. For the InISSAPL algorithm, we chose MAXit = 1000, abs = 10 −7 and abs = 10 −5 in the inner ADMM and adopted the following stopping criteria for the outer iteration
Choice of p
In our first example, we tested the InISSAPL algorithm for p -2 minimization to recover sparse vectors with p varying among {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}. We used a 3000 × 5000 random Gaussian matrix A and a true signal x o of the sparsity κ = 500. The Gaussian noises with σ = 0.01 and σ = 0.1 were added to the clean signal Ax o to simulate the measurements y. The InISSAPL algorithm was applied to get recovered signals x * . To show the performance of our algorithm, we chose the results of LASSO as the benchmarks, which is solved by ADMM-lasso [7] . For ADMM-lasso, we also set abs = 10 −7 and abs = 10 −5 . We show the relative L 2 error Table 1 . As can be seen, for the low level noise, our InISSAPL algorithm with smaller p generates better results. However, with p = 0.5, it is more robust to different levels of noise. 
Robust recovery from measurements with heavy-tailed noise
In the third example, we tested our InISSAPL algorithm for p -1 minimization. We chose p = 0.5. We generated a 256 × 512 random Gaussian A and a true signal x o of the sparsity κ = 25. The Ax o was corrupted by impulsive noise obeying the standard (0, 1)-Cauchy distribution, which is scaled by a factor of 10 −2 . Figure 1(a) shows both the noiseless and noisy observations. The noisy observed signal approximates closely the noiseless observation almost everywhere except two outliers at the entries 124 and 249. Figure 1(b)-(d) show the recovered signals by LASSO, InISSAPL for p -2 minimization, and InISSAPL for p -1 minimization. Note that LASSO and p -2 minimization are very sensitive to the outliers and failed to reconstruct the signal. As can be seen in Figure 1(d) , the p -1 minimization is able to recover the sparse signal with high accuracy. 
Conclusions
We proposed an iterative support shrinking algorithm for non-Lipschtiz p -q minimization. The proposed algorithm overcomes the non-Lipschtizian by iteratively adding constraints on the support to the original problem. It is a new type of reweighted 1 algorithm. The algorithm is easy to implement. The subproblem in each iteration is solved inexactly by ADMM. We proved the global convergence of the iterative sequence, whose limit is a stationary point of the p -q objective function. We also showed a more practical lower bound theory of the iterates. Numerical experiments demonstrated the performance of the algorithm. Due to the successive size reduction of the subproblem, it has good potentials in applications for large scale sparse signal recovery problems.
Appendix
We recall some definitions and results here. (ii) The (limiting) subdifferential of h atx ∈ dom h is defined as
Remark. Form Definition 8.1, the following properties hold:
(i) For anyx ∈ dom h, ∂h(x) ⊂ ∂h(x). If h is continuously differentiable atx, then ∂h(x) = ∂h(x) = {∇h(x)};
(ii) For anyx ∈ dom h, the subdifferential set ∂h(x) is closed, i.e,
The foundational works on the Kurdyka-Łojasiewicz (KL) property property are due to Łojasiewicz [34] and Kurdyka [31] . For the development of the appliciation of KL property in optimization theory, see [5, 1, 2, 6] and reference therein. (ii) ϕ(0) is C 1 on (0, ζ);
(iii) for all s ∈ (0, ζ), ϕ (s) > 0;
(iv) for all x ∈ U satisfying h(x) < h(x) < h(x) + ζ, the Kurdyka-Łojasiewicz inequality holds:
ϕ (h(x) − h(x)) dist(0, ∂h(x)) ≥ 1.
where dist(0, ∂h(x)) = min{ v : v ∈ ∂h(x)}, A proper, lower semicontinuous function h satisfying the KL property at all points in dom ∂h is called a KL function. On can refer to [1, 2, 6] for examples of KL functions. For this paper, the function E satisfies the KL property [2] .
